Campground’s rules & regulations
Rules & regulations acceptance :
1- Those next rules and regulations are posted at the office and are available on the Parc de
Gros-Cap’s website.
2- Staying at Parc de Gros-Cap does involve your acceptance of those policies.
Campground access, campsite subleasing :
3- To get access to your campsite, you need to be registered at the office and having paid the
the total stay amount upon arrival. All vehicule must display a car tag provided at the office.
4- Check in time : 12 :00 a.m. Check out time : 11 :00 a.m.
5- Pay attention about the date when you need to move to an other campsite. If you forget to
move the right day at the right hour, we will try to reach you, but if not possible, than the
Parc the Gros-Cap crew will move your camping gears to liberate the campsite.
6- The campsite is rented under the guest name that figure on the booking. It’s not allowed to
sublease the campsite or the camping unit.
Satisfaction garanteed :
7- According to our “satisfaction garanteed policie”, the guest has 30 minutes from the arrival
to do a campsite change or to cancel. We will keep $40 and refund the total amount left.
Campsite dispatch :
8- If required, the administration may change the campsite reserved and that, even by the
time of the stay ( in cause of computer bug, human mistake or dissension between to
neighbors, etc.) That regulation is rarely used, but sometimes it’s unfortunately needed to
solve a situation.
Parking and campsites’s limits :
9- On 2 or 3 hook-up campsite – We ask you to park your camping unit backwards in the
parking lot ways, so that the driver side will be facing the services pole and the camping unit
door will open on the campsite side.
10- The wheels must stay on the pebble pavement.
Maximum camping unit allowed and visitors :
11- On 2 or 3 hook-up campsite it’s not possible to accept a second camping unit (RV or tent),
except in case of special events that are accepted by the administration.

12- It’s possible to invite visitors. They have to park at the main entrance parking lot. The
visitors check out time is fixed at 9 p.m.
Forbidden equipment : :
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Equipment that appears dangerous will be judged unpermitted.
No mats are allowed on the ground.
Clothesline and shed are not allowed.
The use of generator is not allowed except in case of special events that are accepted by the
administration.

Potable water :
17- Running water is potable everywhere on the Parc.
18- Water is rare and precious on the archipelago. So if you want to clean your camping unit, we
ask you to use a bucket and brush to avoid water wasting.
Waste :
19- It’s forbitten to dump grey water on the ground: the dump station is at the Parc entrance.
Courtesy and respect :
20- Please be courteous and respectful to your neighbors. While walking, please follow only
designated roads and do not cut through occupied RV sites.
Quiet hours, firecamp, noise level :
21- In general, we ask you to respect tranquility when speaking, listening to music or TV by
minimizing noise level.
22- The quiet hours and curfew are from 11 p.m. to 7h30 a.m. Thank you for respecting that
calm period.
23- Firecamp are allowed when it’s not too dry or windy (ask at the office).
24- The firecamps must always be under surveillance and extinguished by 11 p.m.
25- There is no firecamp possible in the trees area.
26- It’s forbidden to cut branchs or trees.
Cleanliness and trash management:
27- Recycling is an obligation at Iles de la Madeleine. Please it’s important to sort out the
garbages and put it in the proper tray (plastics, paper, aluminum, etc.)
28- We ask you to keep clean your campsite and firepit.
Cliffs, children responsability, playground :
29- Cliffs are nice at Parc de Gros-Cap and everywhere at Iles de la Madeleine, but cliffs maybe a
serious danger in cause of their height and friability. For your safety, never walk too close of
the edges.

30- In consequence, the Parc’s perimeter has fence all around. You are invited to respect that
fence : don’t go across.
31- Of course, it’s forbidden to jump or dive off the cliffs.
32- Pay attention to your childrens and tell them to stay away from the cliffs. Tell them to walk
or bike safely on the streets and to swim under supervision only.
33- A parent or tutor needs to watch after their children at the playground.
Pets :
34- Pets are allowed outside at the Parc, but not inside the buildings.
35- Pets must be kept on a leash all the time. Limit of 2 dogs per site. Pick-up poo immediately
after. If any pet disturb by barking or demonstrates agressive behavior, the pet’s owner will
be invited to leave the campground.
Speed limit :
36- To avoid dust and chance of accident, the speed limit of any vehicule, including bicycle, is
fixed at 5km/h.
Warning :
37- Firearms and fireworks are strictly prohibited for the safety of all campers.
38- Drug use and alcoholic beverages abuse are not allowed.
39- It’s prohibited to do criminal acts, sollicitation, vandalism or to sell anything in the Parc ‘s
limits.
40- A person that present impaired capacity, that disturbs neighbor or that doesn’t respects civil
or crimal code of Quebec or campground rules, will be encountred by police according to an
official lawsuit.
41- The director or the night watchman can revoke immediately the Parc’access to anybody that
doesn’t respect those rules, and/or other campers and/or the staff.
Enjoy your stays!

